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Security, flexibility and 
silence are fundamental 

factors in the manual 
handling of goods. Famatec
proposes itself as a partner 

in avant-garde planning 
and production of pneumatic

solutions, thanks to 
continuous research and

development of new 
products to satisfy the 
requirements of users.



169HE COMPANY
Famatec is an Italian company founded

in 1988, which began its activities in the
design, engineering and manufacture of
mechanical parts. The company then moved on
to design and test prototype models in the most
diverse working environments, which led to its
first range of manipulators in 1997.

Right from the beginning, Famatec has
always considered as top priority to guarantee
planning realization and post-sales assistance as
per safety criteria which, in 1999, obtained
quality certification. Today, the company is UNI
EN ISO 9001-2000 certified as per the planning
and construction of personalized solutions for
the pneumatic handling of whatever type of
product, according to its morphologic character-
istics and material, using high-quality material
and avant-garde technologies to respect
European Community directives in force. 

Famatec’s machines have elevate capacities
and ranges obtained thanks to a remarkable
reduction of weight and inertia to enhance of
their manoeuvrability; using multiple possibili-
ties that find perfect correspondence in products
with pleasant design and standard ergonomics. 

Famatec reaches high quality standards of
products and services by means of specialized
organization and formation. The company uses
the most modern technologies, 3D planning,
management of activities and process control. 

For all these reasons, Famatec constantly
invests in new customer support tools. The
recent setting up of an efficient Customer
Service Office, ready to satisfy the require-
ments of clients, pursues the fundamental
objective to manage in the best possible way
installation, maintenance and demand for tech-
nical participation.

VISIT TO FAMATEC
Famatec employs about 60 people and has

three locations in Italy: the factory in Mollaro,
near Trento, and two sale units in Verona and
Milan. There are also two international branch-
es: Famatec UK and Famatec France, while a
German branch is presently being set up.

Fabrizio Zambelli, President of Famatec,
invited Glass-Technology International where
he took us on a visit around the factory.
“Famatec has a young and dynamic atmosphere,
characterized by a strong sense of belonging



170 and a great respect of the human values.” Glass-
Technology International had the possibility to
verify the precision and delicate movement of
Famatec’s equipment, and to confirm their
strength and ability to handle large and heavy
objects on a personal “test drive”.

FRIENDLY FR-V
Famatec Friendly FR-V, a product that can

adapt to diverse needs and requirements, was
explained to us by Marco Bettin, Famatec’s
General Manager, who started with an example.
“Our clients of the glass sector need to transport
windows to the work site with the glass already
installed, thus reducing the risk of contamina-
tion, dirt and defects to the sealing of the same
units. This creates an extra job for window and
door manufacturers who need to have the equip-
ment to be able to install these units in complete
safety, but, at the same time, with the highest
level of precision for their installation.”

With Famatec Friendly FR-V, one of the most
important features of this solution is its preci-
sion in positioning the glass sheets or units. In
fact, while many manipulators have a strange
“jump” when they release the units, Famatec
Friendly FR-V releases the unit from the suction
pad grip system with absolutely no movement
of the glass sheet. It is already perfectly in posi-
tion, almost as if it has been positioned by
human hands.

“We guarantee that all the movements are
possible”, Zambelli continued, “up and down,
left and right, and any size, shape and thick-
ness of glass can be handled, starting from a
minimum width of 20 centimetres. The differ-
ent suction cups can be included or excluded as
the load demands, and even the present “soft-
coated” special glass types can be handled with
this solution.”

Famatec Friendly FR-V, supplied with com-
pressed air only, as all Famatec solutions, is
managed by a single operator with extreme ease
from the practical and ergonomic console. The
controls are all simply and intuitively arranged
and the operator feels at ease right from the
start. He can tilt the product from 0° to 93° in
complete safety and rotate it efficiently under
compressed air power from 0° to 180° while
carrying out other operations, thus greatly
speeding up the working cycle. Product rotation
using the gripping system is really free and con-
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tinuous round the axis, thanks to a rotary cou-
pling that avoids twisting the air connection.

RESULTS
The “test drive” gave good results: it was

possible to exploit all functions to their best
and to guide the product quickly in any direc-
tion with minimum effort. Furthermore,
Famatec Friendly FR-V can integrate perfectly
with any working area. In fact, as Bettin
explained, “It can be mounted on a column
with a base fixed on the floor, hanging from the
ceiling to cover a substantially circular area, a
solution with a self-standing base that can be
lifted with a fork truck or transpallet to allow
easy manipulator positioning, or an overhead
system mounted on the user’s own or Famatec-
supplied supporting structures. For those who
need to operate over a large working area,
Famatec Friendly FR-V has developed an over-
head track-mounted solution allowing agile and
precise movement over long distances.”

Famatec Friendly FR-V has a wide range of
accessories that can satisfy any need and cus-
tomise the unit as to the type of working envi-
ronment, a further benefit from this really
innovative solution in response to Famatec’s
clients’ requests.  ■
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